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ORGANISATION AND STRUCTURE
Mango Tree Goa
Mango Tree Goa is a charitable trust registered with the Charity Commission, number 1148049. It was
founded on 9th June 2012. The objects of the Charity as set out in the Governing Document are:The relief of poverty and sickness, the preservation of health, the advancement of the education of
disadvantaged children and young people up to the age of 25 in India, primarily but not exclusively in
the state of Goa, by providing grants, items and services to individuals in need and/or charities or
other organisations with the same objects.
The Charity has no staff or office. It is administered on an entirely voluntary basis by the trustees. We are
also fortunate that our accounts are maintained and drawn up on a voluntary basis and that our website is
developed and maintained by a volunteer. The contribution of volunteers means that more of donors’ money
is available to fund projects on the ground in Goa.
We do not employ staff in India. We understand that the best way to deliver our objectives in Goa is through
Indian Trusts made up of local people who understand cultural values, religious sensitivities and official
requirements better than we ever can. As a consequence we mainly work with partner organisations. During
2016/17 our two major partners were The Mango Tree Trust and the Grace Educational Trust. The UK charity
and the Goan trusts are separate legal bodies and each must work to the legal requirements of their country.
However, in practical terms, we work closely together to achieve our shared objectives.

The Mango Tree Trust
The Mango Tree Trust was founded on 17th May 2012 and was registered in Goa, Reg BRZ-BK4-000082012. It is based at Mango House near Mapusa. The Trust’s main source of income is grants from Mango
Tree Goa. The trustees of Mango Tree Goa approve grants to The Mango Tree Trust in order to meet their
net costs. The activities and performance of The Mango Tree Trust are monitored via monthly financial and
operational reports and also by planned and unplanned site visits.
Grace Educational Trust
Grace Educational Trust (GET) was founded in 2006 and was registered in Goa, Reg 106/2007. It is based
near Panjim and conducts a project for disadvantaged children at Chimbel. Mango Tree Goa fully funds the
Chimbel project. The activities of the project are monitored by planned and unplanned site visits and via
financial and operational reports.

SUMMARY OF THE MAIN ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN FOR THE PUBLIC BENEFIT IN RELATION TO
OUR OBJECTIVES
In planning our activities for the year we kept in mind the Charity Commission’s guidance on public benefit at
our Trustee’s Meetings. During 2016/17 the Charity mainly met its objectives by continuing to support the
following projects: The Mango House project based at Mapusa. This project supports children living in slums and other
poor quality accommodation. It is a registered pre-primary school and provides afternoon tuition
classes. These activities help disadvantaged children access and remain in school thereby
discouraging child labour and empowering children to break free from a life of poverty. Whilst the
support given focuses heavily on education, a daily meal and fruit, medical care and fun activities
are also provided.
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The Colva project which provides afternoon tuition for the children of beach sellers in the locality.
Without this support it is likely that the children would themselves be selling on the beaches in the
afternoons after school or would drop out of school altogether. With this support they will stay in school
longer and do better.



The Chimbel project which is based in Indira Nagar, Chimbel - a slum of around 10,000 inhabitants.
The project provides a pre-primary school and afternoon tuition classes both of which help
disadvantaged children access and remain in school.



The Bags4School project which provides disadvantaged children with school bags and essential
school supplies. In practice it is impossible to succeed at school without the necessary equipment.
The scheme aims to meet a basic need and to potentially change how children feel about attending
school.



The Back2School project which provides disadvantaged children with at least one decent set of
uniform. Without a uniform a child cannot enter school and the lack of a decent uniform is a barrier to
entry and affects how a child feels about attending school.

SUMMARY OF THE MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS DURING THE YEAR
Mango House Project
Mango House continued to thrive and expand during 2016/17. A pre-primary school for 80 children and
afternoon classes for a further 75 school going children takes place daily for children between 6 and 12. In
addition the project met the fees for older children who are supported by Mango House but receive their
afternoon tuition elsewhere. The project continues to provide meals daily.
Colva Project
The afternoon tuition project at Colva continued to support around 20 children throughout the year through
the provision of afternoon tuition classes.
Bags4School Project
The Bags4School project provided around 200 disadvantaged children with a school bag filled with essential
stationery and toiletries.
Back2School Project
The Back2School project provided around 200 primary and secondary disadvantaged children with a school
uniform.
Chimbel Project
The Chimbel project continues to thrive and expand. A pre-primary school for 60 children and afternoon
tuition classes for around 110 children takes place throughout the school year.
The Mango Tree House
The Charity continued to make progress with its aim to raise the balance of funds needed to build a preprimary school and afternoon tuition centre close to Mango House. The Centre will ensure that the good work
started in the locality can continue on a permanent basis. From restricted and earmarked funds at the end of
the year the Charity has £75,388 available for this purpose.
The Learning Tree Project
This new project was established in a relatively small way during the year. It is located near slums at Ganesh
Puri and provided afternoon tuition classes for around 25 children. It is hoped that it will ultimately replicate
the achievements of the Mango House and that it will be possible to establish and fund a pre-primary school
in 2017/18.
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FINANCIAL REVIEW
Income of £88,140 was at a similar level to that received in 2015/16. Both years, however, reflect a much
higher level than can be ordinarily expected. 2015/16 reflected restricted donations totalling £ 27,910 in
respect of the Brick By Brick Appeal and additional one off grant income of approximately £11,500 whilst
2016/17 reflected a further £10,927 in respect of the Brick By Brick Appeal and £8,100 in restricted grants
for the new Learning Tree project. Other sources include recurring income, general donations and
fundraising. Gift Aid remains an important source of income and we claim it whenever possible. We are
delighted to report that recurring income continues to grow.
In the same period expenditure totalled £30,324 of which £27,785 related to Grants and Charitable Activities
in Goa. It should be noted, however, that a normal year’s expenditure in support of activities in Goa is
estimated at around £65,000. Expenditure was artificially low as, with the exception of the Chimbel project,
the Charity had not made the grant payments in respect of 2017/18 at 31st March, 2017.
Whilst the Charity was pleased to see that the overall level of income was up the fall in the value of the Pound
following the vote to leave the European Union means that the Charity needs to raise around 20% more just
in order to fund the same level of services on the ground in Goa. This represents a huge challenge,
particularly given the fact that the number of children supported at projects grows with each new intake at the
start of the academic year. The fall in value of the Pound also has serious implications for the funding of the
Mango Tree House. It is clear that the original target of £85,000 will be insufficient to meet the building costs
and a target of £100,000 is more realistic.
The Charity had £152,201 in hand at 31st March, 2017. £55,510 is restricted meaning that donors stated how
the funds were to be spent and they are not therefore available for general expenditure. £38,837 of this sum
is restricted to the Charity’s Brick By Brick Appeal.
RESERVES POLICY
Mango Tree Goa requires reserves to protect against fluctuating income, falling exchange rates,
contingencies, to start up new projects pending identifying income streams and to achieve its objective of
ensuring its major projects in Goa have their own permanent accommodation. The recent significant fall in
the value of the Pound has reinforced trustees’ concerns over future funding. The Charity considers that as
a minimum it must aim to have the following year’s running costs in hand at 31 st March with any sum above
that being justified in respect of the provision of permanent accommodation for projects. Trustees confirmed
the following material designation of unrestricted reserves.

 £50,000 in support of the Costs Associated With Building The Mango Tree House
PUBLIC BENEFIT STATEMENT
The trustees confirm that they have complied with their duty to have due regard to the guidance on public
benefit published by the Commission in exercising their powers and duties.
FUTURE PLANS
We will continue to support existing projects and raise the balance of funds needed to construct The Mango
Tree House. In addition we look forward to the establishment of the new pre-primary school at The Learning
Tree.

Jane Grimshaw
Trustee
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